
JUS 101 Introduction to Criminal Justice 

 

Crime: act of deviance accepted by society 

Crime is defined by society 

CRIMES 
Citizens:  MURDER: death caused by other person 

   Attempted 

ASSAULT 

 Rape  

 Battery 

 Simple 

 Attempts 

NEGLIGENT 

 Reckless 

 Not paying proper attention 

DRUGS 

TERRORISM 

TRAFICKING  

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

RIOTS 

KIDNAPPING 

 

Property: 
VANDALISM 

THEFT 

ARSON 

TAXES 

EXTORTION

Moral:  
LOITERING 

DRUGS 

INCITING 

PUBLIC INDECENCY 

PUBLIC INTOXICATION 

PERJURY 

GAMBLING 

TAXES 

PROSTITUTION 

Offences: 
SPEEDING FAILURE TO STOP 

 

REGISTER 

AIDING AND ABETTING 
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Is the evidence of an 
illegal or unreasonable 

search admissable?

Generally inadmissible

exclusionary rule and

fruits of the poisin tree 
doctrine

Was there an independent 
source for evidence?

Yes means the evidence 
is admissible

Was the discovery 
inevitable?

Yes means the evidence 
is admissible

Did the police execute 
search with good faith 
and belief they had a 

valid warrant or that no 
warrant was required?

Yes means the evidence 
is admissible

No to all means the 
evidence is inadmissible

Recent Trends in Pro Criminal Law 
 

If no then inadmissible 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Policing and law enforcement 
Organization of law enforcement 

18000 to 20000 law enforcement agencies or departments that exist 

Each jurisdiction typically has own force 

Defining characteristic is decentralization – each agency is allowed to operate with 
discretion  

Respond to the same situation differently 

Historical reasons community control scared to give federal government too much 
control problems are best solved at the community level with those who know the area 
understand local customs 

Many roles and functions and small rep of overall job duties 

Law enforcers crime fighters and are often trained to be generalists 

Social work coping solving low level probs building interpersonal relationships with 
community is most time Many roles  

Law Enforcement's main roles
law enforcement enforce law apprehend offenders investigating crimes arresting warrants 

what people identify

order maintenance other alarming conflicts must deal with loud ordinance heated 
arguments noisy domestic disputes keeping the peace mediation informal investigating sus 

vehicles or people domestic disturbances large gatherings evacuation bar fights riots

service role providing direction assisting disabled funeral escorts permits emergency 
escorts traffic control checking vacant residence
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  Any biases any knowledge 

 Two methods for getting rid of jury member 

  Challenge for cause can remove as many as they want under this ex jury member 
related to someone in case judge has to rule if cause is valid 

  Preemptory challenge not unlimited limited number of these don’t have to have 
any reason for this  

3 jury sworn in 

4 opening statements 

5 state says case 

6 defense says case 

7 closing statements 

8 jury deliberation  

*9* may not happen sentencing hearing 

Sentencing guidelines 
Goal to try to curve inconsistencies 

Consider seriousness and prior record 

Many were established by a sentencing commission or legislative body 

10 appeals 

Everyone has a right to an appeal 

Offender has an opportunity to have their case reviewed by an appellate court to fix any 
issues 

Prosecutors cannot appeal a finding of not guilty 

An appeal is allowed free transcripts for defendant 

Right to an appointed council on appeal 

Majority of appeals are not successful 

Can file multiple appeals post-conviction reviews or a collateral attack 

Typically filed in federal court 
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